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Power Struggle
Exiles' Bombing Raid
And Duvalier has created into the tropical Island last
the Volunteers for National year, and a third more exSecurity, a militia, as a pected this year. The raid
seemed to stem the flow a
counterweight and therefore
little this week, but there
a natural rival to the army.
also • the were already many Ameriare
There
dreaded Tonton Macoutes,
an tourists and business.
TTM, Duvalier's personal
army of hired thugs. It Is men here.
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not an organization, but a
designation of men with to the Rockefeller misguns. There are reports that sion's visit more than any
during Duvalier's illness, other Latin American nation
there has been no real con- as it attempts to get restoration of U.S. aid that was
trol over the TTM.
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pears the Foucards have lost sign that proclaimed "Long
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live Duvalier, President for
succession struggle.
life," Part - au - Prince's soAdd to all this the pres- cially active flocked to the
sures that exile groups and Rex Theater last night to
Communists will bring from
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goes, and it becomes clear
Considering the recent
that chaos will be the al- performances of Duvalier
most inevitable successor to
and the self-asserted saDuvalier.
viours of the island like
A laborer In Part-au- those who staged this week's
Prince, said -his son had clumsy raid, the Haitians
been arrested a few months are well prepared for comic
ago on a whim by troops, He
opera. But the fate of these
has not heard from him 4 million people as the last
since, and says that he does curtain falls on Duvalier's
not dare ask the police what
drama is likely to be anyhas happened to him, for he thing but comic.
would likely wind up in jail,
too.
Raider Plane Takeoff
Nine out of 10 Haitians
are illiterate and desper- Is Placed in Miami
ately poor. The average per
MIAMI, June 7 (AP)—The
capita income is $70 a year.
The economy is certain to plane which bombed Haiti's
capital
Wednesday began its
sag even more as this year's
lower coffee harvest will mission in Miami and carmean a drop in export reve- ried the leaders of a group
nues of about $215,000, or 10 planning the overthrow of
per cent of the monetized President Duvalier, a source
gross national product. Also, close to the raiders said last
the world price of sisal, an- night.
A bullet-riddled plane simother Haitian crop is falling,
putting Duvalier's govern- ilar to the four-engined Constellation'
which did the
ment, which had to resort to
bombing landed at an Amer40 per cent deficit financing
last year, in an impossibly ican missile tracking station
tight squeeze.
on Grand Bahama Island
The only bright spot has Wednesday afternoon and
been tourism, with almost ten men were taken into
52,000 foreigners pouring custody.

